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This study aims to investigate differences between task-based learning and teaching 

(TBLT) and storytelling-based learning and teaching (SBLT}, focusing on teaching 

interaction in Korean elementary schools‘ The present study is motivated by the 

realization of the effects of teaching English by telling stories in comparison with 

TBLT, which has been effectively implemented in language classrooms. This study 

investigates eight task-based classrooms and eight storytelling-based classrooms in 

conjunction with teacher interviews. The findings indicate that frequencies of teacher 

talk and LI interaction are significantly higher in TBLT than those in SBLT, and 

frequencies of other utter때ce types are significantly different between the nνo. These 

distinctions result in the two main interaction patterns for TBLT and SBLT, respectively‘ 

In addition, the interviews with teachers indicate that the atmosphere of TBLT 

classroom interaction has a tendency to be competent, and that ofSBLT has a tendency 

to be en oyable. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The language classroom is one of the cores of actual language learning experiences. 

Widdowson (1978) stated that only a language classroom has explicit goals related to the 

development of language competence. Likewise, Van Lier (1989) noted that only 

authentic-language classroom studies produce significant advances in language teaching. 

The emphasis on authentic-language classrooms lead researchers to focus on classroom 

interaction, i.e., what language emerges and how language is used in classrooms. The 

results of classroom interaction studies (Gass & Varonis, 1984; Lam & Wong, 2000; 

LoCasσo, 2001; Long, 1980; Pica & Doughty, 1985; Seedhouse, 1999; Van Lier, 1984, 
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1989) revealed that language learners need to have a chance to use the target language, and 

in response a V따iety of methods have been developed to foster communicative 

envrronments. 

ηie most considerable factor for authentic interaction was an activity during the lesson, 

and this perspective resulted 피 task-based le따ning and teac비ng (henceforth, TBLT). 

까πOU맹 σials and errors in applying TBLT, the limitations of this method were identified, 

and language teachers needed to seek another method. This desire led to a new perspective 

and an effort to surpass methods or approaches. Eventually, language teachers arrived at a 

beyond-methods approach, referred to as the postmethod era (Bell, 2003; Kumaravadively, 

2001, 2006). 

One of the new postmethods which has been vibrantly studied is storytelling-based 

learning and teaching (henceforth, SBLT). SBLT was studied especially for young 

language learners in EFL because of the nature of storytelling: there is pedagogical 

interaction between adults and children; children 쩨oy it; and stories provide ample 

authentic-language input. Studies examined how to apply SBLT in classrooms, and was 

followed by investigations into the effectiveness of SBLT. Results showed considerably 

positive outcomes for young language learners (Hu뻐g, 2006; Jung, 2009; Kim & Im, 

2009; Linse, 2007; Mccabe & Peterson, 1990). 

However, the effect of SBLT on classroom interaction has been less examined. The 

seeming disregard for communicative language interaction while telling stories in 

classrooms can be compared with the importance placed on it by TBLT. For this reason, 

this study investigated interactions in SBLT and TBLT classrooms to show which aspects 

of each are appropriate for young language learners’ classrooms, through real classroom 

observation. 

Eight SBLT English classrooms and eight TBLT English classrooms in public Korean 

elementary schools were observed, and specific interaction patterns were exσacted from 

each. Furthermore, teachers' views were investigated to elicit and to address latent factors. 

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1. Classroom Interaction and TBLT 

Classroom interaction is the discourse between the teacher and students in the classroom. 

In the English classroom, the teacher and students not only learn to talk, but also talk to 

learn. Consequently, the learning and teaching process does not occur by a structured plan, 

but rather, via communicative interaction (Allwright & Bailey, 1991 ). Long (1985) 

advocated the interaction hypothesis, which refers to the role of interaction between input 
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and acquisition as modified interaction (as cited in Jo & Lee, 2004). He pointed out that a 

second language le따ning classroom is different from the pattern 마ill practice environment, 

and l때guage classrooms are thoroughly constructed for giving 디se to mear피igful 

interaction. A need for meaningful interaction to learn a foreign language in institutional 

organization-a classroom-produced a gre따 change of teaching methods. ηiis change 

led researchers to focus on learning activities in the classroom. Learning activities were re

imagined from the perspective of tasks, and TBLT appeared. This method has been verified 

as one of the most successful methods by many studies (Crooks & Rulon, 1988; Foster, 

1998; Pica & Dou맹ty, 1985; Wang & Casπo, 20 l 0), especially for building meaningful 

interaction. 

Nunan ( 1988) stated that “tasks stimulate learners to mobilize all their linguistic 

resources, and push their linguistic knowledge to the limit" (p. 84 ), and he promoted the 

task as a fundamental concept in language teaching methodology and materials and course 

design (Nunan, 199la). In line with this view, Widdowson (1998) stated that the difference 

between an exercise and a task is not form as opposed to meaning, but rather the kind of 

meaning involved. For this reason, Bygate, Skehan, and Swain (2001) remarked that 

language learners need to be given a task which requires language use to attain an objective, 

and they simply defined a task as “ an activity which requires learners to use language, with 

emphasis on meaning, to attain an objective” (Bygate, Skehan, & Swain, 20이, p. 11 ). In 

sum, TBLT ultimately takes learners beyond the forms of l뻐guage alone to real-world 

contexts by requiring them to peκorm specifically 。이ective-oriented tasks, and replaces 

meaningless exercises with meaningful communication. 

However, TBLT has a paradox in its own concept, such as ‘'the focus is on the outcome 

of the activ따 rather than on the language" (Willis, 1990, p. 127). In other words, language 

learning might be underemphasized while performing a task, and rather, strategy or skills 

to achieve the outcome might be overemphasized. For this reason, there are other views on 

the effects ofTBLT. 

The first view is that learners can be exposed to non-ideal target language, acquiring 

interlanguage fossilization. Prabhu ( 1987) pointed out that student-student interaction can 

result in pidginized use of L2 and concomitant interlanguage fossilization. On this matteι 

Seedhouse ( 1999) found that there is a tendency for students to use the target language in 

topic-comment constructions, as pidgins do, where verbal elements are omitted and highly 

indexicalized utterances are produced because “ learners over concentrated on comple띠1g 

the task, treating li맹iistic forms as a minor importance" (p. 154 ). Around the same time, 

Joe (1998) performed a comp뻐son of a narrative recall task 뻐der two conditions, with 

and without access to the text, to investigate the effect of awareness of the target language. 

She found that the learners who could see the text used the target words more frequently, 

but the difference was only in verbatim use, not generated use, and the result showed that 
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learners' performances were influenced by their own background knowledge and not by 

the task difference. 까1is research indicated that even though a teacher σied to lead learners 

to notice or increase awareness of language form, the instruction does not directly connect 

with target language acquisition. Lam and Wong (2000) also found a sinlilar result. They 

investigated the effects of teaching students to use clarification when having difficulty 

communicating in the pre-task process, and found they employed the clarification 

strategies ineffectively in the post-task process. 

The other view was that TBLT was less effective for beginners who need to learn overall 

features of a 때get language. Foster and Skehan (1996, 1997) attempted task contrasts for 

overall language le따ning and segmented language competence by measuring results of 

accuracy, fluency, and complexity, and found that learners cannot simultaneously pay full 

attention to these three goals. Likewise, Seedhouse (1999) stated that “ task-based learning 

may be very effective within English for Specific Purpose (ESP) approach, in which a 

major aim is to πain learners to perform specific tasks” (p. 155). With regard to applying 

tasks, Murphy (2003) conducted a case study, based on which he suggested that the 

“ influence of learners on the task can jeopardize the task designer’s goals” (p. 358). 깨is 

result also supported the importance of well-tailored customized tasks, i.e., ESP. In the 

research on TBLT targeting young learners, Hwang (2000) found that interest, confidence, 

and discourse ability were not significantly different after treatment between conσol 

groups (who learned by general teaching methods) and experimental groups (who 

performed a task) in grades 5 and 6 in a Korean elementary school. 까ms, TBLT might be 

regarded as an effective method in explicitly purposeful circumstances, especially for adult 

learners who have 이ear language learning aims and the ability to perform tasks. 

2.2. Young Language Learners and SBLT 

According to Nunan (199lb), “there never was and probably never will be a method for 

all” (p. 228). 까1is realization led researchers and teachers to 없mounce a “postrnethod era” 
of l뻐guage teaching (Kumaravadivelu, 2001, 2006). In li맹t of this realization, Bell 

(2003) pointed out that “postrnethod need not imply the end of methods but rather an 

understanding of the limitations of the notion of method and a desire to transcend those 

limitations" (p. 334), and the most appropriate example of postrnethods might be 

storytelling-bas뼈 learning and tea뼈ng (SBLT) because SBLT engages in V따ious 

methods: pre-while-post tasks; content-based activities; pr에ects; stimulation of multiple 

intelligences; or an expanded program by the linking of other subjects (Berman, 2006a, 

2006b; Lee & Liu, 2011; Shin, 2006). In other words, SBLT is not a specified and detailed 

teaching method, but rather an encompassing method. This distinctive feature springs from 

the nature of telling stories. Telling stories is not like other forms of daily talk. Stories 
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contain a specific form of meaningful information, and are enthusiastically repeated by 

people. Stories are reinterpreted and imparted new meanings by listeners (B없nberg, 1987). 

Information contained in stories naturally produces motivation to listen, active responses, 

and further reactions. These sequences offer excellent opportunities for language teachers 

to embed various activities within stories, leading beyond the limitations of specific 

methods. Moreover, storytelling is “an activity shared by storyteller and listeners, 

providing dynamic and interactive expe디ences throughout the process” (Lee & Lie, 2이 1, 

p. 25). 까1e storytelling process gives opportunities to guess the flow of the story, allowing 

listeners to reproduce the language (Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer, & Lawrance, 2004). 재is 

interactive and communicative process, in conjunction with informative aspects of stories, 

substantially corresponds with pedagogical circumstances. In addition, stories provide a 

fun and enjoyable context with emotion (Shin, 2010), and encourage the remembe디ng of 

certain language elements in stories (McCabe & Peterson, 1990). For these reasons, 

language teachers attempt to teach by storytelling, i.e., SBLT, as an interactive, informative, 

and enjoyable method for learners. In considering SBLT, Wright (2008) pointed out that 

language teachers need to distinguish between teaching by stor까elling and teaching about 

stories or storytelling. He added that teaching about stories or storytelling might discourage 

learners, who will lose the desire to interact and miss out on the en oyment of stories-the 

original value of stories. Therefore, SBLT can be defined as a postmethod of language 

learning and teaching by storytelling to overcome the limitations of existing methods. 

π1e appearance of SBLT is p았ti cul때y noticeable in the field of young language learner 

classrooms. This phenomenon might be interpreted as evidence that SBLT provides not 

only meaningful interaction with en oyable pedagogical information but also specific 

advantages for children. According to Cameron (2001 ), stories enable children to 

understand language elements by virtue of context and the entire situation without explicit 

form-focused instruction. The context and situation of stories, as Norton (2011) stated, are 

also conducive to understanding others' feelings and developing the emotional intelligence 

of children. Further, listening to stories allows young learners to be exposed to a great 

divers파 of speech features-tone, timber, intonation, accent, emphasis, tempo, pause, and 

rhythm-along with gestures and kinesthetic actions (Wright, 2008), thus encouraging 

interest, curiosity, and imagination (Berman, 2006a, 2006b) and reducing fe없S of foreign 

language (Ellis & Brewster, 2002). Watts (2006) pointed out that “children like to hear the 

same story again and again, and stories repeat and recycle language naturally'’ (pp. 6-7). 

Repetition in stories allows children to predict the next section, inviting children to tell the 

stories with the teacher (Cameron, 2001; Linse, 2007; Trelease, 2006), and “ to internalize 

the structure of sentence patterns or other g없nmatical structures” (Ahn, 2012, p. 21). 

Moreover, the most practical value of SBLT is that all these advantages naturally 

complement each other without intentional p빠ming by the language teacher, because of 
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the nature of telling stories. Furthermore, according to Watts (2006), “stories can be told to 

large classes and cost nothing" (p. 7), and consequently, language teachers need be less 

concerned with class size and classroom management. Therefore, SBLT is an effective 

means of providing ample learning content with an emotional component, while including 

a V따iety of speech sounds, so that students may implicitly acq비re language sσuctures. 

SBLT builds a natural language le없ning and teaching environment for young learners. 

However, in regard to the overall features of SBLT, the current studies discussed above 

have merely focused on the effects of SBLT on le따ning outcomes, and the most 

fundamental aspect of storytelling, dynamic meaningful interaction, has been disregarded 

so far. For this reason, the present study investigated actual interaction in young learners’ 
TBLT and SBLT classrooms to 뻐swer the following questions: 

l. Is there a difference in the frequency of interaction between TBLT and SBLT 

classrooms? 

2. What interaction patterns 없ise in TBLT and SBLT classrooms? 

3. What characteristics are obseπed from the viewpoint of language teachers in TBLT and 

SBLT classrooms? 

3. METHOD 

This study mainly employed classroom observation and interviews with teachers. π1is 

research modified existing observation tools and utilized a newly developed young learner 

classroom (YLC) observation insπument based on the targeted language observation 

scheme (TALOS), which was developed by Ullmann 뻐d Geva ( 1982). After completion of 

the YLC-TALOS, collected data were coded in this observation tool and analyzed by 

counting frequencies of occurrence and exπacting interaction patterns. YLC-TALOS is 

shown in the appendix. 

3.1. Database and Data Analysis 

For performing the study, sixteen classroom observation video files from the Korean 

Institute for Curriculum and Evaluation (KICE) were chosen. Since 1997, KICE has held 

an annual teaching contest to study the improvement of English classrooms. Some teachers 

voluntarily performed, as action researchers, for a year to enhance their teaching styles. 

After conducting the study, the process and the outcomes of the studies were reported to 

KICE. All the reports were evaluated by KICE, and some reports were awarded as 

excellent exemplary classrooms. The nominated classroom reports and their observation 
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video files were distributed by KICE to other language teachers for dissemination and 

teaching improvement. Based on these data files, eight TBLT classroom observation video 

clips and eight other SBLT classroom observation video clips were selected for analysis of 

authentic classroom interaction in each method. Use of these elaborately filtered data 

enabled this study to minimize the drawbacks of classroom observation, in p따ticular the 

Hawthorne effect, because all observations were performed continuously, not intermittently, 

from at least one semester to one year. Furthermore, in contrast to unsσuctured classrooms, 

these highly structured lessons provided ample data for conducting the research because, as 

noted by Allwright and Bailey (1991), unstructured instruction occasionally causes 

unexpected or meaningless outcomes instead of what researchers truly want to observe. 

All lessons were conducted by Korean teachers and the list of selected classroom 

observation video files is shown in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

List of Classroom Observation Video Files 

Grade and Location of Grade and Location of 
Topic 

TBLT Classroom SBLT Classroom 
What I like and what I don’t like 3, Chungnam 3, Gangwon 

What I can and what I can’t do 
3, Chungbuk 3, Gangwon 
3, Seoul 4, Gyeongbuk 

Asking and answering about 
4, Gyeongbuk 4, Chungnam 

possession 
Describing a person’s appe따ance 5,Da망eon 5, Gyeongnam 
Buying things 6, Gyeonggi 6, Seoul 
The comparative degree 6, Ulsan 6, Da멍eon 
Requesting permission 6, Incheon 6, Gyungnam 

To ensure the reliability of observation before coding the data, the researcher performed 

classroom observations twice at three month intervals to measure intra-rater reliability, and 

after that, two other observers who were involved in English language teaching were 

selected to measure inter-rater reliability, and all observations were conducted using YLC

TALOS, which ensured intra-rater reliability in advance. To measure reliability, this study 

used simple percentage agreement. This method is the ratio of all coding agreements over 

the total number of coding decisions marked by the observers. Over a 90% minimum 

ensures credible reliability (Cohe, Manion, & Morrison, 2007). The formula for calculating 

the degree of agreement between observers is as follows: 

Number of times two observers agree x 100 
Number of possible opportunities to agree 
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One observer was a high school English teacher, and the other obseπer was a graduate 

student majoring in English language teaching. Results between one observer and the 

researcher were 95.12% agreement, and between the other obseπer and the researcher, 

92.68% agreement. The total mean of agreement was 93.9%; therefore, reliability was 

verified at over 90% among the observers. 

To code data, transcription of video files was first conducted. All transcripts of 

utterances and behaviors were measured as one unit of analysis, and each unit was coded 

into the YLC-TALOS checklist. The quantified results of frequency of items were tested by 

descriptive crosstabs statistics to determine whether there were significant differences. 

After that, nonparameσic chi-square tests were employed to find which types of utterances 

indicate significant differences. 

3.2. Identification of Interaction Patterns 

The filtered items were identified as one component of the main interaction patterns by 

re-examination of the check list, and were reσaced in the σanscripts to perform a basic 

discourse analysis. For ex없nple, as shown in Figure 1, the chi-square test identified that 

process and low level question were signific뻐tly different. Consequently, the researcher 

performed the f이lowing procedures by returning to the frequency checklist: 1) to locate 

these two items by circling; 2) to πace the flow around the circle with displays of arrows; 

3) to find analogous patterns; 4) to count the amount of patterns and determine the m갱or 

pattern by examining the transcripts; and 5) to confirm 때d generalize the m에or pattern. 

FIGURE 1 

Example ofldentification oflnteraction Patterns 

ms/ Units 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

Ins t ru ct i。n 、L

Giving (] Pr。cess ’ (V (v 
f。「mat io n I c。ntent ‘ ‘ 

R。ut ine v v v \. ‘ I。w level qu est,。? llv (v (v 

c。gn it ive quest,。n v I\ 

를ta -c。mment qu est i。n ,\ 
R。ut ine v v 

Praise 。r enc。urage 1 ~ 、 1 
Answer v v v v v、

Simple practice " v v v 
c。rrect i。n

‘’ .,f[ ,,..,. I .샤 A:ll r『 · ’「 ·-, 
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3.3. Interviews 

This study performed ongoing interviews with teachers: nνo TBLT teachers and two 

SBLT teachers. The aim was to counterbalance the quantitative research of the present 

study with qualitative analysis. The researcher repeatedly interviewed them over four 

months from August 27 to December 28, 2012. The interviews were performed by phone 

and e-mail. Information about the interviewees is shown in Table 2. 

TABLE2 

TIA 

TTB 

STA 
STB 

Location of school 

Incheon 
Gyeonggi 

Gyeongbuk 

막쁘빨쁘E 

總-
微


m 

-. 맨
-

-
뀔
 
빼
 

-mm 

u 

깅
 U 

.‘--.‘-a 
-t 

-

m 

-
·
뼈
 

-빨
 

-
-m 
-

’---
English teaching years 

5.00 
3.06 

6.06 

6.00 

Note. TT: a teacher who applied for TBLT; ST: a teacher who applied for SBLT 

4. RESULTS 

4.1. Frequency of Items 

In Table 3, the results show the total frequency of items in the TBLT and SBLT 

classrooms. Each number is a sum of eight classroom observation results. These quantified 

counts were tested with descriptive crosstabs chi-square statistics, as shown in Table 4. 까ie 

results revealed that the frequency of items in the TBLT and SBLT classrooms was 

significantly different (x2 = 1880.186, p = 』00). Of these, differences in the frequency of 

phonemeφ, word(s), and sentenceψ resulted from the teacher’s intentions, not from the 

teaching methods, because the two TBLT classes taught pronunciation, with practicing 

pronunciation on purpose. In other words, the frequency of these three items arose not 

from the teaching method but from the teachers' purpose. 

Subs여uently, nonparametric chi-square tests were used to determine whether each 

individual item was significantly different. Of all thirty-eight items, two instances of 

routines, praise or encourage, the category of context with six items, and the sub-category 

of foreign language with three items were removed because the items of routine, praise, or 

encourage were not directly involved in pedagogical interaction, and because the category 

of context and the sub-category of foreign language were intentionally affected by the 

lesson aims of teaching pronunciation. 
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TABLE3 

Total Frequency of Items in TBLT and SBLT 

TBLT SBLT 

Utterance Guide Instruction 540 250 
Or Giving information Process 241 124 
Behavior Content 71 135 

Question Routine 78 102 

Low level question 408 191 

Cognitive question 147 417 

Meta-comment question 15 30 

Response Routine 205 184 

Praise or encourage 132 127 

Answer 695 1,117 

Simple practice 380 247 

Correction 81 75 

Reinforce Meaning 12 8 
(additional statement) Grammar 0 5 

Context/fact 0 13 

Emotion 0 9 

Idea 0 10 

Context Materials Graded materials 2,366 2,129 

Real or tangible material 383 358 

No material 260 476 

Condition Teacher oriented activity 2,520 1,782 

Students oriented activity 459 547 

No activity 196 351 

Manner First language 277 49 

Foreign language Phoneme(s) or incomplete word(s) 100 23 

Word(s) or incomplete sentence(s) 875 780 

Sentence( s) 1,703 1,849 

Non-verbal Sound 11 56 

Motion 102 215 

No response 54 5 

Speaker From teacher To a student 302 180 

To group(s) 120 118 

To whole class 1,177 1,110 

From student(s) To individual : a student 120 112 

: a teacher 672 801 

To group 42 30 

To whole class 358 385 

No target 241 254 
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Frequency difference 

TABLE4 

Frequency Difference Between TBL T and SBL T 

i 
1880.186 

df p 

.000 

61 

In addition, the sub-category of reiηforce with five items was aggregated because 

outcomes of the four items were zero. Likewise, the sub-category of non-verbal, with the 

items of sound and motion, the sub-category of ftηm a teacher, and the sub-category of 

from student씨 were also aggregated to compare general aspects, except for the item of no 

response, which showed a large difference between the two methods; thus, fifteen items 

were tested using nonparameπic chi-square statistics. In other words, chi-square tests were 

conducted fifteen times, and thus, the significance level was adjusted to 0.003 (= 0.05/15) 

according to the Bonferroni Adjustment' to control for the probability of type I error. πie 

result is shown in Table 5. 

TABLES 

Individual Frequency Difference Between TBLT and SBLT 

Utterance of instruction 

Utterance of learning process 

Utterance of learning content 

Low level question 

Cognitive question 

Meta-comment question 

Answer 

Simple practice 

Correction 

Utterance of reinforce 

Using LI 

Manner of non-verbal 

No response 

teacher talk 

Student(s) talk 

106.456 

37.504 

19.883 

78.61 3 

129.255 

5.000 

118.110 

28.212 

.000 

19.105 

159.460 

65.010 

40.695 

12.132 

7.364 

겔〔 
.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.025 

.000 

.000 

1.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.007 

In table 5, all values for the frequency of items, except the items meta-comment question, 

1 The Bonferroni Adjustment is a procedure to control for the Type I error rate. In this procedure, 
the original alpha level chosen for significance is divided by the number of pl없med 
comparisons. Each comparison must be significant at this level in order to be declared 
significant (Sidak, 1967). 
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correction and student(s) talk, were significantly different. Therefore, it can be concluded 

that classroom interaction in SBLT interaction flows are sσuctured by different patterns in 

comparison with TBLT classrooms. 

π1e reason for the exceptions (meta-comment question, correction, and studentψ talk) 

is that the target learners are children; teachers do not frequently use meta-level instruction 

and correction to ease le따ning difficulty, nor do they want to discourage learning 

motivation in children by using either method. The result, that frequency of studentβJ talk 

is no different between the two methods, does not suggest that SBLT is equally teacher

centered, but rather that student utter뻐ces occurred with similar frequency, attributable to 

TBLT classes intentionally providing opportunities to use the target language. The reasons 

for the oilier outcomes will be examined in detail tlrrough ilie discourse analysis in the 

following section. 

4.2. Interaction Patterns 

4.2.1. TBLT: Instruction-guide of process-low level question-response 

Below is the most frequently observed segment from the TBLT classroom talk. The topic 

of the lesson was learning the comparative degree in English, and ilie task was writing a 

letter to a movie star after comparing the movie star wiili a writer. The teacher introduced 

the task, and ilien introduced a simple activity to practice ilie target expression. 

Segment 1 

1 T Ok, great. Now, we’re going to do a board game. 

2 T English captain st하ts with iliis dice, and you say blah blah bl며1∼ and 

take, give and take the ball, and you say like iliis, I ’m stronger than you 

or my pencil is shorter than yours. 

3 T C뻐 you do iliat? 

4 SS Yes. 

The teacher informs students about the activ벼 by posing Instruction (I) defined as a 

request to do someiliing in line 1, and follows explaining how to perform learning activities 

or what activ벼 will be performed, referred to as Guide about Process (GP) in line 2. 

Subsequently, the teacher uses a Low-level Question (LQ), which does not require much 

thinking to 때swer, to check wheilier students (SS) understand in line 3, and l잃tly, SS 

simply respond (R) in line 4. 까1is flow effectively connects with the next step, ilie group 

work. 

The dominant interaction flow of the ei맹t obseπed TBLT classes took the form of iliis 
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I-GP-LQ-R pattern, and other interaction patterns were modifications of, reductions of, or 

additions to this flow. The next segment provides a general example of an addition to the I

GP-LQ-R. 

Segment2 

1 T Ok, let’s do our activity. The first activity is Giock-Ruck Nori. 

Memory game 

Let’s start our first activity. 

2 Giock-Ruck Nori is when you see a picture, you sho비d 

Memory game 

remember right expression of the picture, and say the expression. 

3 Do you understand? Do you remember these cards? 

4 SS Yes. 

5 T The last time, we already learned about them, and .. ? 

(pretending to swimming with pointing out a picture on the board) 

6 SS I, can, swim. 

7 T (with intonation and motion) I can swim. 

8 SS I can swim. 

The task of this lesson was to write a letter to a dolphin friend about what the su비ect 

carνcan’t do, and in this segment the teacher provided an activity and students practiced the 

target expression 잃 a whole class, rather than in groups. The teacher posed I in line 1, and 

gave GP in line 2. πien, the teacher used LQ to check in line 3, and R occurred. 

Next, the teacher posed a cognitive question (CQ) defined as learning aim-related 

questions in line 5 to elicit practice of the target expression from the whole class, and SS 

then responded, R in line 6. Simple Practice (SP) followed along the teacher ’s echo and 

students’ repetition in line 7 and line 8. The teacher’s echoing is useful not only for 

checking student’s answers but also for providing feedback in a simple manner, because if 

a student’s answer is wrong, the student repeats after the teacher’s echo as a correction. The 

last exchange in this segment is a repetition of CQ, R, and SP. πiis kind of pattern 

frequently appeared when a 때sk or an activity was performed by the wh이e class, not in 

group or pair work, and this pattern may be a clue to the reason why the frequency of 

simple practice was higher in TBLT than in SBLT. 까iis conversation sσearn is illusπated in 

the flow chart in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE2 

Interaction pattern in TBL T classes 

Instruction • Guidance of Process • Low-level Question • Response 
• 

(Simple Practice • Response • Cognitive Question) 

t 

The pattern in Figure 2 is similar to the Initiation, Response, and Feedback (IRF), which 

is a common structure in classroom instruction. I and GP act as Initiation, and SP includes 

the role of Feedback. In other words, the pattern of I-GP-LQ-R can be regarded as a 

structure a에ust때 for the application ofTBLT to young learners. 

In this pattern, teacher talk occurred more than student talk because R is the only aspect 

for students. Moreover, this flow focused on explaining how to perform tasks, not the 

contents of the lesson or C맹litive questions (CQ). This feature can be regarded as the 

reason why frequency of GP, LQ, and above all teacher talk were higher in the TBLT 

classes than 띠 the SBLT. 

4.2.2. SBLT: Guide of content-cognitive question-response-guide of content-response 

From the observation of eight SBLT classes, the most dist띠ctive interaction 

characteristic was that telling a story acted as a kind ofCQ. 

Segment 3 

I T πtis story is called Swing. 

Swing means (with showing the picture of book and doing a motion of 

swing) ... swing. Sw∼ing ... 

2 T (with turning the page) Can you play baseball? 

3 SS Y esN es, I can./No./No response/etc. 

4 T C뻐 you swing a baseball bat? 

5 SS Yes, I can. 

까tis is a segment from one of the observed SBLT class conversations. In line I, the 

teacher used Guide of Content (GC), defined as providing information about learning to 

introduce the title of the story by showing a picture from the book, and CQ was posed to 

involve students in telling the story in line 2. The reason why line 2 is not Routine talk is 

that the utterance was one of the processes of telling the story and required students’ 
cognitive thought processes to answer in English. SS’s R followed 띠 line 3, and the teacher 

returned to GC, i.e., telling one sentence of the storybook in line 4, not a real question. At 
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that moment, SS ’s R appeared in line 5, even thou양1 the teacher did not outwardly require 

a response. π1e next exchange repeated GC 뻐d R, eliciting spontaneous practice of the 

target expression of the lesson. This flow is illusσated by the flow chart in Figure 3. 

FIGURE3 

Interaction pattern in SBL T classes 

Guide of Content • Cognitive Question • Response 
• 

Response • Guide of Content 

I + 

Figure 3 shows that GC in SBLT works as CQ for learners, and also this flow 

encouraged teachers to use CQs, as learners became more involved in the storytelling 

process. Therefore, the frequency of occurrence of cognitive questions was significantly 

higher than during TBLT. 까꾀s effect not only helped to foster spont때eous repetitive 

practice, but also stimulated students' cognitive processes, as evidenced in the V따iety of 

additional responses as below. 

Segment4 

T (putting a magnet paper poor girl picture on the bo때) 

There was a girl. .. 

2 Sl Cinderella! 

3 T Wow! Yes, her name is Cinderella. 

4 S2 Oh, I like her! 

5 T Umm, good. And ... she has two bad sisters. They did not like 

Cinderella. One day, two sisters wake up and ... very nice dress; 

wear a necklace, and earrings. 

7 〔뚫 
8 T 

Why? 

So sad ... 

(pretending to sobbing with sounds) 

They are going to a P따ty, but our poor Cinderella cannot go there, 

she has to wash the dishes, and clean the house. 

Noκ. [: an overlap of two utterances 

The o비ect of this lesson was to learn how to express “what I like and what I don’t like” 
in English, and after the above conversation, the story about Cinderella continued with GC 

and introduced the target expressions by telling about what clothes Cinderella likes or 
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doesn’t like, as she prepares to go to a p따ty. 

In analyzing the pattern of this conversation, the flow is GC-Additional Statements 

(AS)-R-AS-GC-CQ-AS-GC. In this conversation, students voluntarily expressed their 

emotions and thoughts in lines 2, 4, and 7. π1is phenomenon reveals that listening to 

stories in the classroom is different from listening to general lecture type teacher talk, 

giving rise to interactions between story and students and not just between students and 

teacher. 

까ie utter없ice in line 7 especially shows that the students were absorbed in the story 

because they responded with their feelings instead of in literal responses to the teacher’s 

CQ in line 6. It also demonstrates that students did not feel compelled to 뻐swer the 

teacher ’s CQ in English; rather, they regarded the CQ is an invitation to participate in 

telling the story. This phenomenon can be regarded as one of the reasons why the 

frequency of the reinforcing utterance was significantly higher in the SBLT classes than in 

the TBLT classes. 

4.2.3. Students' performance in TBLT and SBLT classes 

All observed TBLT and SBLT lessons were conducted in large size general classrooms, 

and all teachers put students' performance at the end of the lessons to review what students 

had learned and to see if they had acquired the target expressions throu맹 the le따ning 

process. Checking and giving feedback for individual students was considered impractical, 

given the large size classroom situation. The following segments are from the students' 

perform뻐cepoπion of the classes. 

Segment 5 

T Now, let’s say the name who is she, who she is, let’s say the n없ne 

together, one two three. 

2 SS She is Yun, S삐-Gi. 

3 T Really? Seul-Gi, come to the front please. 

Gachi hanbun bobsida. Manna hwackinhe bobsida. 

Let ’s check together whether she is right or not. 

Eye. 

4 SS Big eye 

5 T No, let’s say together, she has ... ? 

6 SS She has big eyes. 

7 T Right? 

8 SS Yes. 

9 T Then ... how about nose? 
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10 SS,T She ... has ... she has small nose. 

11 T Right? 

12 SS Yes. 

13 T How about height? 

14 SS She is not tall. 

15 Sl She is Michael Jackson! 

16 T (turning her eyes away)Yes, the one is at all...? ddo mwo 피yo? 

And what else? 

17 SS (No response) 

18 T She doesn ’t have glasses. 

This conversation was taken from a TBLT classroom lesson, and the task was to guess 

the student who found the teacher’s mobile phone, which had been lost a few days earlier. 

The o비ect of this lesson was to learn how to express a person’s appe따없1ce in English. 

The teacher gave three small tasks to support the students’ final task: filling out the 

blanks of a worksheet by only guessing, exchanging the information students guessed with 

each other, and lastly, watching the shape of the teacher’s mouth as she mouthed the 

answer without sound. After these three tasks, the teacher asked for the right answer 띠 line 

1, and the students answered 피 line 2. 

In line 4, the utterance shows how students used the target expression after having 

completed all the tasks. They only used a word, “big,” and the teacher required a re-answer, 

giving a clear target sentence form in line 5. π1is flow reoccurred in line 10. The teacher 

utterance was intentionally given in a way that almost overlapped with that of the students 

to lead them to 따e the target sentence, “ she has small nose” [sic]. These utterances can be 

taken as evidence that the students were still not familiar with the target expression, or they 

O띠y focused on the 뺑t answer without considering the l뻐guage elements when 

responding to the teacher’s question. After those two question 때d answer interactions, the 

students realized what the teacher required, and finally, they responded in the right way in 

line 14; however, the truth is that the utter때ce was not spontaneous speech, but rather a 

sentence read from the worksheet. Furthermore, the teacher answered her own questions in 

lines 16 and 18 because no students answered, even though they could see the worksheet. 

These kinds of no response were significantly hi양1er in TBLT than SBLT classrooms. 

In addition, the teacher ignored one student’s v이untary utterance in line 15. The student 

attempted to express that she has dark skin, but she didn’t know the right expression; 

consequently, she said She is Michael Jackson instead of what she actually wanted to say. 

The sentence was not one of the teacher’s expected answers for the task, and so was 

neglected by the teacher. This flow shows that student talk which was not directly targeted 

by the task tended to be ignored. In other words, interaction was goal-oriented, the focus 
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was on fixed outcomes, and there was a possibility of missing the language forms needed 

to achieve the task. 

This segment is from one of the SBLT classroom conversations, and the topic is the 

S없ne as in segment 5-expressing a person’s appearance in English. The teacher told a 

story about a monster and introduced an activity in which small groups were required to 

make their own monster story. After the group work, students presented their monsters, and 

the teacher asked group 2 to present their monst야 as recorded in line 1. 

Segment 6 

T 

2 Sl 

3 S2 

4 S3 

5 Sl 

6 S2 

7 S3 

8 S4 

9 T 

10 S4 

n η뺑 n 있 %빠 m이 
m 

8 

14 T 

15 Sl, 2, 3 

16 S6 

17 S2 

18 T 

Ok, group two. Please show us your monster. 

This monster has V line. 

The monster has big sky blue face. 

The monster has three colorful eyes. 

The monster has a or없ige nose. 

The monster has a round and black big mouth. 

The monster has red big 않rs. 

Wow! Sky blue! 

Do you have any questions? 

How are you? 

-m 써빼 내7 L 

m %뼈 m 
r H m u 짧 m 뼈 짧 Vt VJ 

So, he is one year old. 

One year old ... 

What’s her hobby? 

Her? Her hobby is eating children. 

Oh, the monster is a girl. 

Compared with the segment from TBLT, many creative expressions are evident, from 

line 2 to line 7, and students used the right sentence form. In line 8, one student showed 

surprise through an exclamation about the group’s performance, and the teacher connected 

the response to other new interactions, thus giving rise to natural conversation from lines 9 

to line 17. This conversation was interrupted by the teacher in line 18, and the next 

interaction turned to the gender of the monster, returning to the target expression and the 

topic of the lesson. The teacher used student talk, which was indirectly involved in the 

topic as one of the language elements, while such utterances were ignored in the TBLT 

classes. 
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In other words, SBLT classroom interaction occurs in a supportive atmosphere as a 

whole, it elicits creative outcomes, and it also results in greater awareness of language 

forms than that ofTBLT. 

4.3. Teachers' Views 

Below are the collected outcomes of the interviews. Korean was the medium of the 

interviews and the quotes were translated into English and edited by the researcher. 

4.3.l. Findings of the interviews with TBLT classroom teachers 

One question was why teachers chose to apply the TBLT method, and the answers were 

as below. 

Quote I 

I encountered the TBLT method from the English teacher training, and I was getting it 

into my head that TBLT is very good for teaching English while attending the course. 

It seemed ve,η 껴n and interesting even though I ’m an adult and a teacher. 

Furthermore, one of my pedagogical philosophies of teaching English is that 

language teachers should give language learners a chance to use the target language, 

and TBLT fits this belief πI A) 

Quote 2 

In Korea, we ψen teach En용fish to large classes, and because of that, there are a 

var때 of levels of learners. While searching for the W째 to overcome the problem, I 

discovered the TBLT method, and I thought it can be the W따) to solve what I think is 

the problem, because TBLT can be well tailored for the needs and interests of learners. 

(TTB) 

Quote 1 and Quote 2 show that reasons for applying TBLT are to provide actual 

language use experience and to solve the problem of the diversity of student learning 

situations. The following question was then asked about whether they met their needs after 

applying TBLT, and the answers were as below. 

Quote 3 

Yes, I think so. Students really liked it when they perform a task, but the thing 잉 

sometimes they use Korean a lot. It is hard to manage their language use because 

they really like performing the task‘ I find they get confidence when they accomplish 
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the final task. 까ie most d뺨icult thing as a teacher is creating a balance between 

student interest and the object of the lesson. If I fail to make a balance, some students 

think a task is a kind of test, and do the task with their parents or other teachers in α 

pr뼈te education O병"anization. πr A) 

Quote4 

Sometimes yes, and sometimes no, because its hard to 뼈(just to each student ’ level of 

English. When I provide leveled learning tasks and students can choose which they 

want to do, some students are satisfied with the outcome but others are not. I think it 능 

because students think performing the task is competitψe. However, TBLT is still 

worth doing because it gives chances for using Engl샌h meanin뺑1,1llyfor 띠l learners. 

I think I have to continue upgrading my TBLT teaching skills‘ That ’ the k잉 point for 

me. (TIB) 

The interesting finding from quotes 3 and 4 is that students may think a task is 

competitive or a type of a test, even though they en oy the task. In addition, both teachers 

experienced diffic비ty implementing TBLT. They pointed out that managing the variety of 

learner levels, the use of L1, and find띠g a balance between task difficulty, the goals of the 

lesson, and student interests are problems for TBLT. In other words, both teachers and 

students experience difficulty in TBLT classes. 

4.3.2. Findings of the interviews with SBLT classroom teachers 

The flow of the interviews was the same as for the TBLT teachers. The first quote 

regards the teacher’s reason for applying SBLT, and the second quote is about the result. 

Quote 5 

Even though I ’m an English teacher, I felt원1,1ilty about my English ability because I ’m 

not a native English speake.κ so I joined an English Teacher Study Group. We studied 

English with each other using easy story books, and we realized that these are really 

good because stoη books provide a lot of language elements and are very interesting. 

So we attempted telling the stories to our students, and of course I did too ‘ (ST A) 

Quote 6 

In my case, my school is located in the countryside, and we rarely have the chance to be 

exposed to English. For this reason, we a/w띠,s have d뺏α1,1/ty studying English. I 

bought many English story books to solve this problem, and we ’ve read the bo야S 

together. Now, I became an English teacher and we still use stories in the class. (ST 8) 
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According to quotes 5 and 6, the fundamental reasons for applying SBLT were to learn 

English in English impoverished environments and to be exposed to good models of 

English from the books. In comparison with the TBLT teachers, the SBLT teachers first 

realized that SBLT was useful for studying English, and those realizations led them to 

apply SBLT to their lessons. They all felt enjoyment learning English throu방1 reading 

storybooks, and those pleasures led them to tell stories to their students. These statements 

suggest that teachers in Korea feel a need for exposure to good models of English, 

especially as they are in an EFL situation, and that learning through stories is en oyable. 

The following quotes show that the application of SBLT was positive for students. 

Quote 7 

Yes, it is. Students really like listening to the stories‘ When I tell a story, I feel that 

almost all the students, including the low level learners, keep paying attention to me 

and their eyes twinkle‘ Stories have not only language elements; they have emotions, 

wisdom, or could be great epics. Unlike textbooks, the;’ make students learn a lot of 

words, expressions, and culture. 까iese resources make them study English, and not 

only in the classroom ‘ After the lesson, students go to the library, and they study 

English by themselves. It's amazing as a teacher. (ST A) 

Quote 8 

π1e best thing about SBLT is that children really like listening to the story.‘ π1ey 

experience feelings, learn lessons, or grow curious from the story. Also, nowad.쩌IS, 

materials are so good, so teachers can get not only a good story from the book, but 

also a song, a pop-up picture, tangible papers, etc. These materials make lessons 

dynamic. Nowadays, children are familiar with media and the media in classrooms 

actually makes for one-w찌) interaction, i.e., watching; however, SBLT makes students 

and teacher use our voices, bodies, and gestures. One more thing is SBLT leads 

children to keep learning after finishing school. η1ey talk about the story, 띠) to find 

the book, or l잉ten to the sto.η on CD from the book. (ST B) 

Both teachers pointed out that many students en oyed storytelling classes. In comparison 

with the TBLT classrooms, the SBLT classroom atmospheres were not as competitive, and 

the SBLT lessons tended to connect with post-learning processes, i.e., self-directed study 

after the class. Furthermore, according to quote 7, stories provide not only a good model 

for English, but also a great diversity of words, expressions, and cultural elements. In 

addition, the underlined section in quote 8 provides a clue as to why the frequency of a 

m없mer of non-verbal elements is significantly different between the TBLT and SBLT 

classroom interactions. It suggests that teachers who performed SBLT found storytelling to 
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be pleasant for young learners, and that it provides a broad range of language related 

elements and elicits self-directed learning after the lesson. 

5. DISCUSSION 

깐1e purpose of this study was to examine differences of interaction between TBLT and 

SBLT classrooms at the p다m따y school level. The findings allow the following responses 

to the three research questions posed earlier in the study. 

5.1. Is There a Difference of Frequency of Interaction Between TBLT and 
SSL T Classrooms? 

The results from the statistical data analyses support the claim that the frequency of 

interaction types are affected, depending upon which method is applied, TBLT or SBLT. 

Chi-square tests showed that overall interaction in TBLT and SBLT classrooms was 

significantly different, and additional chi-square analyses revealed significant differences 

in the frequency of occurrence of each individual interaction type between the two 

methods. 

In TBLT, teachers emphasized the learning process over content or target language 

expressions in order to guide students into completing tasks, and logically they utilized 

low-level questions to check students’ understanding of what task was given, and how the 

task was to be completed. On the other hand, in SBLT classrooms, teachers emphasized the 

content more, including 때rget language elements in telling stories, and naturally they 

utilized cognitive questions to support students’ understanding of the story. 

Another distinctive finding was that LI use was significantly higher in TBLT than in 

SBLT. η1is finding corresponds with the research of Beretta (1990a). She noted that 

teachers who were exposed to non-pre-pl없med situations attempted to manage interaction 

problems using the students' LI because of their limited proficiency in English, and non

native English teachers consequently tended to stick to their prepared script while 

performing a task. On the other hand, the researcher found that teachers in SBLT utilized 

sentences or content from storybooks when they faced interaction problems, and they 

attempted to implement resources in a V따iety of ways, such as using illustrations, book 

covers, pointing out the picture or retelling p하ts of the story with motions or sounds, 

utilizing non-verbal interactions to support students’ understanding. 

In other words, SBLT classroom interactions tended to employ more cognitive questions 

and non-verbal language elements (gestures, motions, or sounds), and were less reliant on 

instructional teacher talk and L 1 use than in TBLT. 
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5.2. What Interaction Patterns Arise in TBLT and SBLT Classrooms? 

The findings from the discourse analysis show that interaction patterns in both TBLT 

and SBLT have specific characteristics. In TBLT, the dominant interaction flow was I-GP

LQ-R-(CQ-R-SP), and in SBLT, the flow GC-CQ-R-GC-R was observed. 

I-GP-LQ-R-(CQ-R-SP) in TBLT was identified as being similar to the general teacher

students interaction, IRF. However, the form was explicit and subdivided. The role of I

GP-LQ corresponds with that of I in IRF, initiate learning process, and CQ-R-SP 

corresponds with the F in IRF. The fragmentation is probably a result of the target learners 

being children, because fragmentation reduces the amount of utterances to understand and 

it lightens the burden of performing the task, thereby maintaining learner motivation. 

Moreover, as Skehan (1996, 1998) pointed out, teachers in TBLT need to ease the 

processing load and push learners to concentrate more on linguistic factors by providing 

simple and clear instructions, because of learners' limited attention capacity. From this 

point of view, the flow ofl-GP-LQ-R can be regarded as essential to 뻐d a natural outcome 

ofTBLT for YLs. 

On the other hand, the finding of the GC-CQ-R-GC-R flow in SBLT showed that GC 

can substitute for CQ. It provided a V따iety of expos파es to target language elements as 

well as repetition of target language forms, because GC tended to form CQ type teacher 

talk with the children’s stories. Furthermore, this flow indicated that telling stories 

promotes cognitively meaningful interaction through the diversity of exchange in GC and 

CQ. π1is finding corresponds with the findings of the past study by Pica, Lincoln-Porter, 

Paninos, and Linnell ( 1996), which compared two discourse modes: object description and 

storytelling. The anticipated result was that both would provide plentiful opportunities for 

meaning negotiation; on the contrary, storytelling elicited significantly more topic

incorporated meaning negotiation than o비ect description. In other words, the benefits of 

SBLT classes are not only the fostering of ample language elements, expressions, and the 

repetition of forms, but also the fostering of meaningful interaction. Consequently, as 

obseπed in segments 5 and 6, students in SBLT classes used the target language with 

correct forms and showed a greater diversity of responses in comp앙ison with those in 

TBLT classes. 

5.3. What Characteristics are Observed from the Viewpoint of Language 
Teachers in TBL T and SBLT Classrooms? 

The teacher interviews demonsσated teachers' needs, the interaction atmospheres of the 

classes, students’ attitudes, and other pros and cons that could not be found through 

classroom observation. 
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First, one of the findings from the teacher in TBLT classes was that they felt a 

competitive atmosphere when they led students to perform tasks. In consideration of the 

learners' age, a competitive atmosphere could be a danger, because motivation for further 

learning mi방1t diminish if students failed to achieve their goals, or children might lose 

their natural curiosity and interest about language itself, and choose rather to focus only on 

the skills of language-speaking, listening, reading and writing. 

Another finding was that teachers felt it was difficult to apply TBLT, and they 

consistently endeavored to develop their teaching skills. This result is supported by the 

research of Beretta (l 990b ). Beretta investigated whether the TBLT methodology was 

actually implemented, and the result was that three out of four teachers were at an initial 

level-not considered TBLT, but rather a task-supported learning and teaching. He pointed 

out that the teachers' lack of English proficiency was one reason for their failure to fully 

adopt TBLT, and concluded that TBLT is not easily assimilated into regular classroom 

situations. Similarly, the res비g of this study might have been caused by a lack of teacher 

and student English proficiency or understanding of the methodology. For ex없nple, in 

quote 3, the students regarded the task as a test, and were in a competitive mood. 

On the other hand, teachers who performed SBLT stated that students and teachers 

en oyed the learning process, and that it resulted in voluntarily self-study after class. 

According to prior research about student interest, Son (2002) investigated primary 

students by survey, and she found that 88.4% of students surveyed en oyed SBLT classes, 

and 94.4% wanted to persona”y keep performing SBI.:℃ and furthermore, v이untary 

learning motivation, positive attitudes about errors or mistakes, and confidence in learning 

English significantly increased after attending SBLT classes. These findings correspond 

with the findings of this study, particularly in regard to the frequency of occurrence of no 

response. In the TBLT classes, no response occurred 54 times, but in the SBLT classes, 

only five occurrences were recorded. Additionally, no response tended to be connected to a 

teacher questioning and a teacher answering, as seen in segment 5. Therefore, the 

atmosphere of interaction in SBLT could be regarded as one of pleasure and of providing 

motivation for self-directed learning. 

6. CONCLUSION 

6.1. Pedagog때| Implications 

At the beginning of the study, a number of researchers were concerned about 

comparisons between TBLT and SBLT because they hesitantly concluded that storytelling 

was another kind of activity or a task; however, the findings of this research indicate that 
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SBLT provides significantly different interaction types from TBLT. Thus, which of the tw。

methods is recommended depends on one’s English teaching purposes; whether it is to 

provide chances for specific communicative language competence work or to provide a 

whole language learning opportunities. 

TBLT may be suggested as an effective means to overcome a lack of opportunities to 

use English; however, there are pitfalls to this approach: spending time explaining how to 

perform a task; mainly using low-level questions; frequent use ofLl; and unawareness of 

language forms. Although TBLT shows some limitations, providing opportunities to use 

the target language in situations similar to those found in real-life is a stre맺th in EFL 

contexts. Therefore, TBLT classes that focus on t잃ks with clear 。이ectives and awareness 

of target language forms may be most effective for learners who need to e띠iance a specific 

communicative ability, but not for a whole language approaches (Ellis, 2003; Foster, 1998; 

Schmidt, 1990; Seedhouse, 1999; Skehan, 1998). 

The research suggests that SBLT provides better whole language learning opportunities 

for young learners. Many studies have shown the positive eff농cts of storytelling: 

vocabulary learning; proficiency of reading; writing; listening and spea성ng; understanding 

of cultural aspects; and emotional absorbing (Ahn, 2012; Jung, 2009; Kim & Im, 2009; 

Mccabe & Peterson, 1990; Sheu, 2008; Watts, 2006). Moreover, the results of this study 

showed that the overall process of SBLT provided dynamic interactions in the classroom 

that were absent from the TBLT classes, and that the benefits of SBLT went beyond merely 

learning for vocabulary, background knowledge, or skills. In p따ti cul없, the SBLT classes 

used significantly less LI and made much more use of cognitive questions and additional 

statements, all in 뻐 en oyable atmosphere. As seen from quotes 7 때d 8, young learners 

en oyed le삐ling Engl빼 through storytelling; even when merely repeating, they en oyed 

the experience. This finding corresponds with research on children’s learning instincts 

(Ahn, 2012; Bamberg, 1987; Cameron, 2001; Lee & Lie, 2011; Norton, 2011; Shin, 2010; 

Watt, 2006; Wri양it, 2008), and maintaining learner motivation. Furthermore, SBLT 

contributed to further learning efforts, as students studied English by themselves after the 

class. This characteristic is of great merit for Korean learners because Korea is an EFL 

context; there are few chances to connect the learning process the world beyond the 

classroom. 

In other words, TBLT and SBLT need to be implemented depending on English teaching 

aims. For children, as beginning English learners, SBLT is recommended as the primary 

method, in consideration of young learners' unique learning characteristics with the 

inclusion of sequencing of tasks. 
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6.2. Limitations and Recommendations for Further Research 

There are two main limitations of this study: the observation of students' performances 

was limited, and only exemplary classes performed by certified teachers were observed. 

First, the frequency of individual students' talk could not be obseπed and counted while 

they performed pair or group work because all the students in the classrooms were 

speaking simultaneously, resulting in overlapping utterances. For this reason, the 

researcher was not able to compare mutual interaction of students to students, and thus, 

observation and analysis of the mutual interactions between students are needed for further 

research. 

Second, all observation data were taken from classes verified by KICE as excellent 

examples of English language teaching, and all the interviews were conducted with 

certified teachers. These conditions provided ideal data for comparisons, similar to a 

laboratory experiment, thou맹, many questions remained. According to Wri방1t (2008), 

SBLT is often incorrectly implemented as teac뼈ng about stories, not teaching by telling 

stories. Furthermore, even though teachers have implemented SBLT as teaching by telling 

stories, the process tended to flow as a kind of reading aloud activity (Kim, 2008). 

According to a study by Park (2002), storytelling and reading aloud showed significantly 

different results. π1e amount of recall of language elements and learning interest were 

hi뱉er in students who learned English by storytelling than in those who learned by 

reading aloud. In other words, as with TBLT, there is a possibility that SBLT may also not 

be easily assimilated into real classroom situations due to a lack of understanding of the 

methodology, and this study should be replicated, based on the observation of general 

teachers' SBLT lessons. 
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APPENDIX 

Checklist ofYLC-TALOS 

1. Operational Definition of Items - . 
Items Operational definition 

U Guide Ins『uction Asking to do something. 

t Giving Process Explaining how to perform learning activities or what 

t information activity will be peκormed. 

e Content Providing information about learning. 

r Question Routine Talk which is not related to learning. 
a Low level question Easy and simple questions which do not require 
n thinking to 뻐swer. 

c Co맑itive question Leaming aim related questions to aid understanding, 
e answers are predictable and limited because speakers 

can 때swer only when they know or think they know 
0 the answer. 
r Meta-comment question Supporting questions to maintain learning process: 

indirect error correction, asking about linguistic 
B knowledge or learning sσategies which are not 
e directly involved to the learning aim. 

h Response Routine Talk which is not related to learning. 
a Praise or encourage Statement of merit, compliment, or to encourage 
v interlocutor. 
i 

Answer Primary answer which is directly related to a question, 
0 

as distinguished from a reinforced response 
r 

Simple practice Simple imitation of interlocutor’s saying or behavior 

by instruction. 

Correction Correction of mistakes or errors. 

Reinforce Meaning Talk about meaning of vocabulary. 

(additional Grammar Talk about linguistic form. 

statement) Context Talk about fact/meaning of context, application of real 

/fact context, or reminiscence which is related 띠 context. 

Emotion Talk about emotions. 

Idea Talk about ideas: reasoning, opinion, imagination. 

C Materials Graded materials Artificial materials to provide comprehensible input, 

0 intentionally made by the teacher. 

n Real or tangible material Authentic or tangible materials to expose actual world 

t of foreign language or to assist learning activities. 

e No material No material. 

x Condition Teacher oriented activity Required task led by the teacher. 
t Student oriented activity •Doing a task because student(s) are requir때 to do it. 

• Autonomously undertaken task work‘ 
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• Imitation which spontaneously occ따S without 

teacher’s instruction. 

• Open-response activities or tasks, such as can be 

personalized, transformed, emotionalized, concretized, 

or integrated in individuals. 

No activity No activity. 

M First language Talk in first language. 

a Foreign Phoneme(s) or Talk in “reign language, but only phonemes or 

n language incomplete word( s) incomplete words. 

n Word(s) or Talk in foreign language, but only words or 

e incomplete sentence(s) incomplete sentences which include sentence 

r components. 

Sentence(s) Talk in foreign language with complete sentences 

which can include minor mistakes or errors. 

Non-verbal Sound Non-linguistic sound. 

Motion Movement of body, gesture, or facial expression. 

No response No response after s이iciting. 

S From To a student Teacher talks to a student. 

p teacher To group(s) Teacher talks to a group( s ). 

e To whole class Teacher talks to whole class‘ 

a From To individual I : a st빼 Student(s) talk(s) to a student‘ 

k student( s) I : a teacher Student(s) talk(s) to a teacher. 
e To group Student(s) talk(s) to group. 
r To whole class Student(s) talk(s) to whole class. 

No target Student(s) talk(s) without 때get listener(s). 
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2. Checklist 

(Alow-i빠rence checkli찌Iκms/U뼈 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Utterance Guide Instruction 

or Giving infonnation I Process 

Behavior I Content 

Question Routine 

Low level question 

Cognitive question 

Meta-comment question 

Response Routine 

Praise or encourage 

Answer 

Simple practice 

Correction 

Reinforce ‘Mear뻐ning 

(additional Grammar 

statement) Context/fact 

Emotion 

Idea 

[ ontext Materials Graded materials 

Real or tangible material 

No material 

Condition Teacher oriented activity 

Students oriented activity 

No activity 

!Manner First 때1gu쩡e 

Foreign Phoneme(s) or incomplete word(s) 

la11gu앵e Word(s) or incomplete sentence(s) 

Sentence( s) 

Non-verbal Sound 

Motion 

No response 

Speaker From To a student 

teacher To group(s) 

To whole class 

From To individual a student 

student(s) a teacher 

To group 

To whole class 

No target 
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